Supplementary Figure S3. Negative and Positive controls of our pipeline for the detection of significant co-localizations of a group of elements
Left: Negative control We use the positions of all the repeat elements that we shifted with periodic conditions along the genome (value of the shift: 5000 bins i.e about 150 Mbp). None of the elements tested is significant confronted to the coverage null model. Colors correspond to repeat families as in Figure 2 Table S1 , sheet G), supporting the validity of the approach.
The most significant elements correspond to sets of bins enriched in opened chromatin, Pol2 and CTCF. Evidence of CTCF-mediated inter-chromosomal interactions has also been obtained using 4C (an advanced 3C technique) on the mouse Igf2/H19 locus [4] [5] and as well with FISH techniques [6] .
Supplementary Figure S4. Influence of the null model used in the number of significant repeat elements detected
The figure shows the number of significant repeat elements according to the null model used. The uniform null model assigns random bins in the genome without any constrain.
The Chromosomes distribution null model conserve the distribution between the chromosomes when assigning the random bins. The coverage null model conserves the distribution in the reads coverage of the random bins. The GC content null model conserves the GC content distribution of the random bins. The 1D distribution null model conserves the distances between the random bins along the genome. The null model
